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ABSTRACT
Ravi, Jayakumaran M.S., Purdue University, May 2016. Spatial Reconstruction of
Biological Trees from Point Clouds. Major Professor: Bedrich Benes.
Trees are complex systems in nature whose topology and geometry are
influenced by environmental factors. Tree geometry is extremely complicated and its
capturing poses a challenging problem. Horticulturists require captured data of tree
geometry to analyze regulation of resources. Traditionally, 3D digitizers and calipers
are used to record position and orientation of every branch. While these are
accurate, they are fundamentally time consuming.
This thesis is an extension of our paper, Apple tree scanning and
reconstruction using Kinect submitted to Acta Horticulturae. In our work we
propose to reconstruct spatial data of Golden Delicious apple trees with user
assistance. Our system requires a point cloud input to reconstruct the base tree.
Our approach involves the use of Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor for scanning Golden
Delicious apple trees. We extract a curve skeleton from the given point cloud and
attach 2D shape profiles along axes to generate a triangular mesh. Incomplete
skeletal structures can be completed using skeleton editor tools provided in our GUI
based application.
Branch organs are reconstructed by sampling local points in the vicinity of
curve skeleton obtained by the skeletonization algorithm. Direct sampling without
establishing topological information can produce unrealistic visual results. We
propose a sweeping reconstruction method which is capable of reconstructing
branches starting from the root branch. Our method is capable of reconstructing
branches which do not have enough sample points by using neighboring branches as
reference. Results show that error in sweeping reconstruction is higher than directly
ix
sampled reconstruction. But this produces better visual results without any gaping
holes in the 3D mesh model from a computer graphics perspective.
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Trees are complex systems whose topology and geometry are influenced by
endogenous and exogenous processes. In the field of horticulture, the geometry and
topology of a tree is connected to plant architectural studies (Barthlmy & Caraglio,
2007). Plant architecture analysis involves identifying factors that influence the
plasticity of trees. These have an effect on crop yield and fruit quality. Apart from
genetic traits, environmental factors such as sun-light, temperature, wind directions,
etc., have an overall effect in quality of fruit and yield of a tree (Lopez, Favreau,
Smith, & DeJong, 2011; Pirk, Niese, Hädrich, Benes, & Deussen, 2014) . In
addition to these factors, pruning is necessary to limit growth of tree canopy. This
helps in equal amount of light distribution within the tree canopy and also regulate
resources efficiently. A database of tree geometry and topology is necessary to
perform any architecture analysis. These serve as biological rules in predictive
growth model simulations (Costes et al., 2008).
Measuring and recording a tree’s physical characteristics and branching
traits is the first step to perform any kind of architecture analysis. Essentially, these
characteristics can be encoded as procedural rules to model virtual trees in a
computer. Computer simulation of tree growth models can provide projected growth
over a period of few years in hours. Tree modeling has a long history in the field of
computer graphics. The objective of tree modeling is to produce realistically looking
trees to be used in games and computer generated movies. Trees are hard to model
given their unconventional geometry and topology. Given this complexity, modeling
a tree is still a challenging research and mostly an unsolved problem. In recent
times, with the advent of new digital processing equipments such as laser scanners,
efforts are made to capture/scan live trees (Sinoquet, Thanisawanyangkura,
Mabrouk, & Kasemsap, 1998). Various tree modeling methods have been used in
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the past to produce computer generated tree models. These include image-based
(Shlyakhter, Rozenoer, Dorsey, & Teller, 2001; Tan et al., 2008; Tan, Zeng, Wang,
Kang, & Quan, 2007), scan-based (Livny et al., 2010; Xu, Gossett, & Chen,
2007) and sketch-based method (Chen, Neubert, Xu, Deussen, & Kang, 2008;
Okabe et al., 2005). Rule-based tree modeling are a mixture of heuristic rules and
biological rules found in horticulture (Costes et al., 2008; Lindenmayer, 1968).
In this research we propose a user-assisted application to reconstruct
geometry Golden Delicious apple trees. This thesis is an extension to our paper,
Apple Tree Scanning and Reconstruction using Kinect submitted to Acta
Horticulturae (Ravi, Elfiky, Hirst, & Benes, 2016). We use data of seven trees for
our research. These apple trees were planted in 2003 at the Purdue Meigs Research
Farm, Lafayette, IN, USA. We record spatial data of trees using Microsoft Kinect
v2, a time of flight camera. The Kinect produces range images which are converted
into point cloud using Kinect Fusion (Izadi et al., 2011). The recovered raw point
cloud data is riddled with noise and hence cannot be directly used to reconstruct 3D
meshes. A pre-processing step to remove noise is necessary. We do not consider the
problem of capturing and reconstructing foliage for a dormant tree. Therefore, the
apple trees were scanned during the winter season when there is no foliage and the
trees were dormant. The application provides an interface for the user to guide the
system in the reconstruction process. Our objective is to create visually plausible
reconstructed Golden Delicious apple trees that are faithful to the given point cloud.
1.1 Significance
Plant architecture analysis helps horticulturists understand plant
morphological traits. There are four traits which are important such as, growth
process, branching process, morphological differentiation of axes and position of
reproductive structures (Barthlmy & Caraglio, 2007). Architecture analysis
predicts crop yield, measure fruit quality, distribution of light within canopy, carbon
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assimilation and distribution among organs (Lopez et al., 2011; Sinoquet et al.,
1998). Recovering tree geometry can be valuable for horticulturists and computer
simulations of tree models (Costes et al., 2008). However, measuring geometry and
topology of trees can be time consuming (Sinoquet et al., 1998). With the
proliferation of laser scanning and range imaging sensors, recovering point clouds of
trees has been simple and quick (Livny et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2007). However,
processing 3D point clouds and recovering a 3D mesh is a challenging task. There is
lot of scope for improvement.
(a) Real world apple tree. (b) Reconstructed apple tree.
Figure 1.1.: Golden Delicious Apple Trees.
In this thesis, we attempt to reconstruct a 3D mesh of a Golden Delicious
apple tree (Figure 1.1(a)) from point clouds scanned during the winter season when
the they are dormant (no foliage). Figure 1.1(b) shows a reconstructed tree model.
1.2 Research Question
Is it possible to faithfully reconstruct a computer-generated 3D mesh model
of a biological tree from point cloud scans?
4
1.3 Assumptions
The assumptions for this study include:
• The raw scans always represent dormant trees without any foliage. We assume
objects in environment such as ground plane are not part of our input.
• The point cloud input is pre-processed to reduce noise, outliers and isolated
vertices.
• The point cloud is not a partial scan and that it represents a complete scan of
a biological tree.
• A curve skeleton is provided either automatically or manually for each branch
using a skeleton editing interface.
1.4 Limitations
The limitations for this study include:
• Scanning can be done only between late fall and early spring seasons (once a
year) when there are no leaves and branches are relatively visible.
• A cloudy day is generally preferred to obtain best results while scanning.
Direct sun-light blinds the kinect sensor’s infrared emitter and depth streams.
• Winds can have adverse effects on scanning. Slightest disturbances of
branches can register noisy data in point cloud.
• The skeletonization algorithm cannot extract curve skeleton for all point cloud
inputs. User assistance is required in regions where there is discontinuity of
curve skeleton.
1.5 Delimitations
The delimitations for this study include:
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• This study is focused on the reconstruction of seven Golden Delicious apple
trees planted at Purdue University’s Meigs Farm.
1.6 Summary
This chapter provided the significance, research question, assumptions,
limitations, delimitations and other background information for the research
project. We will review relevant literature in the field of tree-modeling next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 Tree modeling
Tree modeling has a long history in computer graphics. It largely falls under
these categories: rule and simulation based modeling, sketching interfaces,
image-based and laser-scanned reconstruction. The goal of tree modeling has been
to generate realistic looking trees in movies and computer-generated movies.
2.1.1 Rule and simulation based tree modeling
Lindenmayer (1968) was one of the first to introduce a system of rules to
simulate the growth of cellular organisms. These rules, called the L-systems
constitute a string rewriting procedure. These strings are interpreted as a set of
geometric commands. The rules were later used in the field of computer graphics to
simulate growth of plant and tree structures (Prusinkiewicz & Lindenmayer, 1996).
Weber and Penn (1995) focused on generating 3D trees on a large scale for natural
scenary. Their simulation depends on a number of parameters, such as branch
length, radius, tapering angle, splitting angle and leaf orientation. A tree’s
resolution can be altered depending on how close it is to the camera. Benes (1997)
modeled bud growth under the influence of light. In their paper they assumed all
others factors that influence plant growth as constant and that sky light is the only
influential. Sky light is modeled as discretized light sources that are regularly
spaced within a hemisphere. Benes and Millán (2002) simulated climbing plants by
modeling the effects of traumatic reiteration. In horticulture, buds are considered as
the most important plant organs. Buds at the ends of branches are called apical
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buds and those on lateral branches are called lateral buds. Buds can bloom or die or
become a branch inter-node which is said to cause growing of a branch. When an
apical bud does not have space to grow or no light source, it dies. The closest
lateral bud is activated and it grows in the direction of light source. In virtual
climbing plants paper, the authors use a fitness function to evaluate the best
direction for a branch to grow. At every time-step, this fitness function evaluates
the possible directions for a virtual bud to grow or initiates traumatic reiteration.
L-Peach, an extension to the L-systems modeled effects of carbon assimilation and
distribution in peach trees (Allen, Prusinkiewicz, & Dejong, 2004). The entire tree
is modeled as a network of organs which act as either source or sink of carbon. The
system implements a light distribution interface in the tree canopy which influences
production of carbon in leaves. The simulation can model interactions among
various factors such as crop load, fruit maturity rate, carbohydrate storage and
water stress. These factors influence the growth of fruits and distribution of carbon
among organs(leaves and stem). A variant called L-PEACH-d also simulates effects
of fruit thinning and pruning (Lopez et al., 2011). Fiser, Shi, Ravi, Hirst, and
Benes (2016) extended L-Peach and developed a framework to simulate effects of
pruning, light distribution and resource transportation for any tree. A functional
model of Golden Delicious apple trees was simulated using data collected from real
world trees to demonstrate the effectiveness of their framework. Shi (2015) observed
shoot development rates and quantitatively analyzed branching habits of
two-year-old branch sections of Golden Delicious apple trees. They also tried to
identify correlations between light distribution within the canopy and fruit quality.
The data collected from the paper can be used in a tree growth simulation (Fiser et
al., 2016).
Runions et al. (2007) procedurally grew trees based on the concept of plant
organs competing for space. Given a 3D envelope depicting the crown of a tree, it is
initialized with random attractor points within this enclosure. These points denote
the availability of space for growing branches. New branch skeletons are iteratively
8
Figure 2.1.: Space colonization algorithm (Runions et al., 2007).
added until all attractor points are removed. To generate 3D mesh, skeletons at
crown tip are assigned an initial radius, r0. If two branches of different radii r1 and
r2 meet at a point, the supporting parent branch’s radius is given by,
rn = rn1 + r
n
2 . (2.1)
MAppleT, a growth simulation model is used to simulate bending of
branches due to gravity (Costes et al., 2008). MAppleT used stochastic and
bio-mechanical methods to achieve the said results. Beneš, Št́ava, Měch, and Miller
(2011) introduce guided procedural modeling to solve the problem of low-control in
rule based modeling. Benes, Abdul-Massih, Jarvis, Aliaga, and Vanegas (2011)
developed a procedural system for designing urban ecosystems. There are two
processes in their system. One generates 3D urban layouts and geometry based on
socio-economic patterns. These 3D layouts serve as input to plant model creation
process. This stage evaluates the manageability of the given urban layout and
initiates a seed planting algorithm. Areas near city-limits tend to have uncontrolled
wild-ecosystem while parks, backyards are deemed manageable. An ecosystem
simulation determines availability of resources for each plant and also calculates
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winners or losers the simulation. The simulation fundamentally evaluates
competition among plants in managed and unmanaged locations. Environmental
effects on the growth of trees are presented by Pirk et al. (2012). Input to their
system is a skeletal representation of a trees which are converted into mathematical
graphs. Leaf clusters are approximated as lobes which allow for faster interactions
with light distributions. Effects of tropisms on the tree are first calculated. Tropism
is the tendency of a branch is grow in a certain direction based on current
environment conditions. Two types that are considered by the authors are
phototropism and gravitropism. Phototropism is when branches grow under the
influence of light and gravitropism is when branches grow/bend due to gravity.
Branches are pruned based on the amount of light they receive. If they are under a
shadow due to self-shadowing or due to nearby object, the apical bud stops growth
process at the tips and eventually die. When the ratio of amount of light resource
gathered to sum of node distances to leaf clusters is below a factor, the
corresponding branch is pruned. The interactions of trees with the environment are
shown in real-time. Pirk et al. (2014) employ Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) to simulate tree response to winds. Plant organs can bend and grow in the
direction of the winds if internal structural forces of the branches are overcome.
Plant organs can also break if the stress due to winds exceeds a certain limit. Stava
et al. (2014) used inverse-procedural modeling to simulate a tree which grows in
space constrained landmarks. Given a tree model as an input, they extract
parameters necessary for the tree’s growth using Monte Carlo Markov Chains to
produce an optimal tree model. Kratt et al. (2015) took a different approach to
modeling trees which is rarely seen in computer graphics literature. Instead of
developing rules to grow an overall tree-like structures in the computer, they
developed a system to simulate cambial or secondary tree growth. Cambial growth
increases a tree’s girth to support more branches. Their growth function is
biologically motivated and incorporates collision with obstacles. Input to their
system is a polygonal mesh with a user defined obstacle. This mesh is converted into
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a tetrahedral mesh and evolved using deformable simplicial complexes. Their system
can produce realistic bark structures with cracks based on stresses developed while
evolving the mesh. Figure 2.2 shows an image of an evolving tree around obstacles.
Figure 2.2.: Section of a tree evolving and growing around a fence obstacle (Kratt et
al., 2015).
Rule-based tree modeling are good at simulating tree growth and can create
visually plausible trees in computers. One aspect of rule-based modeling is that they
are fundamentally difficult control growth in certain portions of a tree. Identifying
appropriate parameters to simulate real trees can be challenging for average user.
2.1.2 Sketch-based tree modeling
Sketch based interfaces were first introduced by Okabe et al. (2005). The
goal was to create realistic looking 3D trees with little or no knowledge in tree
modeling. The sketch based modeling is based on the simple observation that
branches are spread out as far apart as possible. A single stroke creates a branch
and a closed loop create a leaf polygon. New branches snap to the closest branch
and geometric properties are automatically adjusted to fit the parent branch. When
a user finishes sketching, pressing a ”3D” button converts the 2D sketch into a 3D
geometry by spreading the branches as far as possible. There are modes such as
example-based branch multiplication, example-based leaf arrangement and
example-based branch propagation which further enhance the appearance of the
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tree. Example-based branch multiplication mode allows the user to increase the
density of branches on a selected branch. Example-based leaf arrangement mode
suggests possible leaf arrangement inferred from manual entry. Example-based
branches helps the user propagate a local leaf arrangement to the entire tree.
Figure 2.3.: 2D sketches producing complete 3D polygonal meshes of three different
tree using Okabe et al. (2005)’s sketching interface.
Chen et al. (2008) take a slightly different to sketching trees. Instead of
relying on user’s input completely, a database of 3D branch exemplars are used to
find a suitable match to the 2D branch drawn. This problem is formulated as a
markov random field. Remaining branches are filled by selecting a model branch
randomly and then propagating it to rest of the tree using principle of self similarity.
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The branch propagation is limited by crown of the tree marked by a 2D curve. Leaf
generation is done by using the leaf model found in the branch exemplar.
2.1.3 Image-based tree modeling
While rule based systems are powerful and can create trees of any shape or
size, it often challenging to identify the right set of parameters to obtain desirable
output. Also, sketch-based tree modeling cannot mimic characteristics of a real
world tree.
Image based methods offset this setback by employing automatic or
semi-automatic algorithms to allow users to produce realistic looking models. One of
the earliest attempts to use image based 3D reconstruction was done by Shlyakhter
et al. (2001). They reconstructed 3D models of maple, sassafras and ash trees from
instrumented images. Around four to fifteen images of a single tree from different
views are augmented to serve as input. Following image segmentation to separate
background elements, tree contours are used to construct a 3D visual hull. Medial
axes are computed which act as the skeleton of a tree. It is later incorporated into
an open L-systems as an axiom. Rules are written to fill the space of visual hull.
The final model is a tree similar to one in the images. Since, the original images had
foliage, internal branch topology could not be reproduced in the final model.
Quan et al. (2006); Tan et al. (2007) used standard structure from motion
(SFM) algorithm to recover point clouds of plants(with distinct foliage) and trees.
Both use a camera to capture images around a plant or tree. Using recovered 3D
point cloud and 2D image, Quan et al. (2006) partitions points into sets that belong
to different leaf segments using an undirected weighted graph. Each edge in this
graph is given value based on the Euclidean distance depending on how likely two
points belong to the same leaf segment. After partitioning points into respective leaf
segments, a flat model leaf shape is selected by the user. This model is then fitted
to the partitioned leaf points using an ICP algorithm. Recovering occluded branches
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is hard in the case of plants whose appearance is dominated by large shaped leaves.
In this case, a sketching interface helps users draw skeletons using 2D images and
3D points as guides. Tan et al. (2007) follows a similar procedure as Quan et al.
(2006) to segment points into different branches or so called branch clusters.
Occluded branches are constructed based on rules framed from visible branches.
Figure 2.4.: Overview of image-based plant modeling (Quan et al., 2006).
A particle flow simulation model was devised by Neubert, Franken, and
Deussen (2007) to create trees from images. Following an alpha matting process to
separate the tree from background, the underlying trunk and primary branches are
extracted. Assuming a parallel projection, a voxel grid is computed from the input
images. Each voxel’s density value is initialized from the alpha values obtained in
the alpha matting step. Voxels with high density values are randomly picked as
initial positions for the particle simulation. Using the trunk and primary branches
obtained previously as attractor graphs, the particles trace a path from their initial
position. Limitation of this approach being that many branching patterns cannot be
represented by particle tracing.
Another approach was to use single image based reconstructions (Gunard,
Morin, Boudon, & Charvillat, 2013; Han & Zhu, 2003; Tan et al., 2008; Zeng,
Zhang, & Zhan, 2006) to generate 3D trees. Han and Zhu (2003) method’s extracts
geometric elements from a single image and represents them as a graph. It uses a
Bayesian model to complete 3D geometry based on prior shape information of
natural and man-made objects. Zeng et al. (2006) approached the problem from a
different angle. Using an image of a tree without foliage as input, an undirected
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graph topology is constructed from the branches in the image. A bounding volume
is computed with user’s assistance. Assuming orthographic projection along the
z-axis, 2D branches are displaced around the center axis to fill the bounding volume
space. Inspired by Gunard et al. (2013); Zeng et al. (2006) devised an automatic
reconstruction algorithm based on an analysis-by-synthesis scheme. In the analysis
step, a smooth skeleton of the tree is computed from the segmented image. Contour
of the tree canopy is extracted and revolved around the center axis. To provide
depth, branches from the skeletonization step are displaced such that angles
between them are maximized. In the synthesis step, L-system rules are used to fill
the remaining space of the 3D convex hull.
Figure 2.5.: Single image tree modeling (Tan et al., 2008).
Image-based reconstructions were also combined with sketch and rule-based
methods to get better results. Tan et al. (2008) created an interface which allowed
users to mark crown and visible branches. Each branch stroke initiates a tracing
algorithm which marks nearby visible branches and therefore keeping manual
intervention to a minimum. A gaussian mixture model is computed to differentiate
the appearance between branch pixels and non-branch pixels. Assuming
orthographic projection, 2D skeleton (previously traced) are converted to 3D by
greedily adjusting the branch angles to match the tree crown. If there are fewer
15
visible branches, a library of branching rules are obtained from the existing skeleton.
Branches are iteratively generated through these rules based on a heuristic approach.
2.1.4 Laser scan-based tree modeling
Image-based reconstructions cannot capture tree geometry to their full
extent. The quality of recovered point clouds depend on the effectiveness of image
segmentation algorithm, quality of captured image and Structure from Motion
algorithm. A laser scan can produce much better representation of a tree. Though
noise is present, a point cloud data can be cleaned using statistical outliers
algorithms or by down-sampling the data.
Xu et al. (2007) used a 3D imaging sensor to scan outdoor trees with foliage.
Assuming root of the tree is identified in the point cloud, a weighted graph is
constructed. The weights are assigned based on distance to neighboring points. A
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is used to construct a skeleton. Following this,
some sub-graphs which represent visible branches are disconnected from the main
branch. A probing process scans for nearby subgraphs and connects them to the
main tree. Due to presence foliage, there is a disconnection between the main
skeleton and the leaf region (points which do not belong to any subgraph). A
skeleton synthesis process creates new branches which reaches these regions while
maintaining characteristics of the original skeleton. Branches are assigned thickness
values based on tree allometry. Leafs are modeled as quad and fitted in leaf regions.
An approach similar to Xu et al. (2007) was Livny et al. (2010). They
proposed an automatic reconstruction algorithm of several trees in a single scan.
Their technique revolves around the concept of a Branch Structure Graph (BSG)
which is a representation of the underlying skeleton of the point cloud. A subgraph
of BSG is called a branch chain (BC) which is a branch without sub-trees. BSGs are
assigned importance value depending on the size of sub-trees. Vertices in a BSG are
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Figure 2.6.: Five different trees reconstructed by Livny et al. (2010)’s algorithm.
assigned a radius which are directly proportional to importance value. Fine
geometry is synthesized from L-system rules inferred from existing branches.
Yin et al. (2015) introduce an intrusive scanning pipeline to acquire full
geometry and topology. In this pipeline, an off-the-shelf 3D scanner is used to
acquire a base model which loosely represents the given plant. The plant is further
cut into pieces and individual parts are scanned separately. These scanned pieces are
reconstructed using the method described in Yin et al. (2014). These reconstructed
portions are registered with their base scans in a global-to-local manner. Although
destructive, this pipeline produces accurate representations of the plant.
Figure 2.7.: 3D reconstruction by intrusive acquisition and modeling (Yin et al.,
2015).
Ijiri, Yoshizawa, Yokota, and Igarashi (2014) introduced a slightly different
approach to reconstructing 3D model of flower petals from CT volume scans. They
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assume flower organs can be represented with two primitives called a shaft and a
sheet. As the name suggests, a shaft is cylindrical and a sheet is an open surface
with a certain thickness. Their reconstruction model employs an active surface and
curve contour approach to fit these primitives to actual voxel scans of flower organs.
2.2 Summary
This chapter reviewed relevant literature in tree modeling. Our approach is a
laser/point cloud based tree-modeling. We used Kinect v.2 a time-of-flight camera
to scan/capture a real world tree in our study. Next chapter, we will provide a
system overview of our spatial reconstruction pipeline and describe our methodology
in detail.
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CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 System overview
In this research we are interested in faithfully reconstructing a 3D mesh
model of a biological tree from a 3D point cloud. The objective is to produce a
water tight 3D mesh of a dormant apple tree (without leaves). User assistance is
required to guide the reconstruction process. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the
reconstruction pipeline.
Figure 3.1.: Reconstruction pipeline
3.2 Capture point cloud
This research is in collaboration with the department of Horticulture &
Landscape Architecture, Purdue University. We use Microsoft Kinect v.2 time of
flight camera to capture point clouds - a discretized representation - of apple trees.
Izadi et al. (2011) developed a real-time 3D reconstruction software called Kinect
Fusion which rapidly creates 3D point cloud of real world objects. The software
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operates by using depth information to recover geometry in real-time. By moving
Kinect around the Golden Delicious tree, the geometry is stitched in real-time.
More views of the tree would produce a complete model of the tree without any
patches. Figure 3.2(b) shows a snapshot of Kinect Fusion capturing data in
real-time. Scanning is done by holding the Kinect steadily in one’s hand and
moving sideways to capture different views of the tree. Due to physical space
constraints, only a partial scan is done on one side and then another scan is
performed on the other side. Dense point cloud recovered by this process has a
better resolution than the old Kinect v.1 sensor and has less noise compared to laser
scan. Care is taken to ensure that noise isn′t generated while scanning due to rapid
movements of the sensor.
(a) Meigs farm. (b) Kinect fusion.
Figure 3.2.: Scanning.
3.3 De-noising and merging point cloud
The raw scans from Kinect Fusion are prone to have noise and outliers.
Before merging the scans from different views into a whole, we use standard mesh
processing software (MeshLab) to clean them. We first remove isolated faces and
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unreferenced vertices from the scans. Next we remove other objects that were
inadvertently scanned such as ground plane and branches from other neighboring
trees. The complete merged point clouds typically have vertices in the range of
500,000 to 800,000 on an average. In our reconstruction stage, we do not require
that many vertices and hence we down-sample them using a clustered vertex
sub-sampling Pauly, Gross, and Kobbelt (2002). Clustered sub-sampling simply
divides the bounding box of the given point cloud into volumetric grid cells. Points
in each cell are replaced by a single representative point which is either the average
or the point closest to the center of grid cell. Size of the grid cell is predefined by
the user.
Figure 3.3.: Cleaning raw scan.
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(a) Front and back scans. (b) Point cloud registration.
(c) Complete point cloud (500k - 800k ) (d) Down-sampled point cloud
Figure 3.4.: Merging and down-sampling
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3.4 Skeletonization and skeleton editor
In this stage we assume that the pre-processing stage can provide a valid
complete point cloud of a biological tree. We extract curve skeleton of the processed
point cloud using the skeletonization algorithm developed by Huang et al. (2013).
For a given point cloud Q = {qi}jεJ ⊂ R3, The following equation defines a







‖xi − qj‖Θ(‖xi − qj‖) + R(X) (3.1)
Here X = {xi}iεI , is the set of points representing a curve skeleton. Curve
skeleton is a geometric entity with a series of discrete points in 3D space that
defines the axis of a given geometric structure. The algorithm requires an
unorganized point cloud as input. It does not assume any topology or geometry of
the object being scanned. It alleviates problem of biased clustering which would
occur in non-uniform point cloud. The authors of this research freely distributed
their code on their website. We adapted their source-code into our framework as
one of the pipeline stages. However, the skeletonization algorithm cannot fully form
skeleton for all inputs. There can be discontinuities as shown in figure 3.5(b).
To offset imperfections in skeletonization step, we provide a 3D
skeleton-editing interface using keyboard and mouse combinations. Our skeleton
editor provides a 3D Gizmo to manipulate position of skeleton nodes. In some cases,
the L1-medial algorithm may form improperly connected skeleton structures which
does not follow the topology of a tree scan. Delete and curve splitting operations
can assist users to rectify these curves. Following operations are part of our editor
workflow: i) Dragging skeleton nodes, ii) Bending a curve skeleton, iii) Curve
extension, iv) Connecting skeleton nodes, v)Trimming/splitting curve skeleton and
vi) deleting a curve skeleton. Figure 3.6 shows some of these operations in our
application.
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(a) Input point cloud. (b) Incomplete
skeleton.
Figure 3.5.: Skeletonization output.
3.5 Sweeping reconstruction
The skeletonization algorithm from the previous step provides a set skeleton
curves {Sk}. For each node {sn}, on the curve skeleton, we define a local coordinate
system using the tangent, normal and binormal calculated at a node. Tangent T , to
a curve x(t) : [a, b]→ R3, at any point is calculated by taking the first derivative.
Normal N is calculated by taking the derivative of the tangent vector and











Figure 3.6.: Use of skeleton curve editor. Operations in view: dragging nodes, bend,
split and extend curves
B = T ×N (3.4)
Using the normal and binormal vectors, we define a cross sectional cutting
plane at each node in the curve skeleton. We uniformly sample point cloud at these
cross-section centers based on a preset distance, d. The sampled points are
projected on to the cutting plane.
Projected 2D point clouds are fitted with a circle whose radius is obtained by
RANSAC method. This circular profile is discretized based on the value set by the
user in graphical user-interface. The result is a branch represented as generalized
cylinder of varying radii. Using the Frenet-frame equations can cause twisted
artifacts as shown in Figure 3.8(a). We define a parallel transport frame described
in Hanson and Ma (1995) to avoid them.
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Figure 3.7.: 2D slice sampling. Left to right: Frenet-frame, cutting plane,
neighhorhood search, samples projected to plane.
Reconstructing a 3D branch organ using the cross-sectional 2D shapes from
the direct sampling can produce unrealistic results (Figure 4.2). Following are likely
scenarios which could create abnormal artifacts. A shape profile may not exist for a
branch because there may not have been enough points to sample in the vicinity of
skeleton nodes. Inconsistencies in the point cloud data could produce non-uniform
cross-sectional radii along a skeleton. This could make branches appear unrealistic.
In other cases, branch organs which are far from rootstock could have larger radius
due to potential noise inherently present in the data. Conventional tree modeling
wisdom shows that branches’ radii gradually reduce based on their proximity to the
root.
Constructing a graph tree could solve the above issues. A graph tree in
Computer Science is a rooted data structure which establishes a parent-child
relationship between graph nodes (Figure 3.9). A graph node represents attributes
of a data point which has some hierarchal relationship with other nodes in the
graph. To avoid confusion with a biological tree, we will refer to a tree graph as
simply graph. And when we discuss about nodes in a graph, we will refer to them as
branch node. A simple distance function at the end of curve skeleton stores
neighboring branch information at intersections in the branch node data structure.
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(a) Twisting artifacts because of non-existent second derivative for a given curve.
(b) Rectified mesh by using parallel transport frames.
Figure 3.8.: Result of applying parallel transport frames.
We propose a sweeping reconstruction mechanism to systematically rectify
geometrical errors during direct sampling. We identify the root branch and initiate
a depth-first graph traversal. Depth first search is a popular algorithm in Computer
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Figure 3.9.: Depiction of a graph tree data structure. BN - Branch Node
Science to traverse a directed graph data structure. Every branch node in the graph
is visited exactly once and its maximum radius is checked against the parent branch
node’s radius. If the radius of a child branch node is greater than its parent’s, it is
rectified to be 0.85 of parent radius. Branch nodes without neighbors on one end are
denoted as free ends. Skeleton curves belonging to these branch nodes have their
circular cross-sections smoothly taper towards their free-end points. Taper radius is
set to a predefined value. The result of this stage is shown in Figure 3.11(a).
The direct sampling and sweeping reconstruction provide an estimated radius
for each branch node. We connect these cross sections using triangle strips to
produce a polygonal mesh. Figure 3.9 shows a branch connected as triangular strips.
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Figure 3.10.: Cross-sections connected as triangle strips.
3.6 Apply subdivision surface
The sweeping reconstruction stage outputs a low detail 3D mesh of a
biological tree. We do not handle application of subdivision surfaces or connecting
bifurcations automatically. Instead we manually connect faces at branch
intersections surfaces using a standard meshing processing software such as
Autodesk Maya . We apply catmull clark subdivision scheme to this low quality
mesh to improve detail of branch organs. Figure 3.11(b) shows a mesh after
applying subdivision surfaces with no gaps.
3.7 Evaluation
This research focuses on reconstructing a biological tree faithfully from a
point cloud. From a computer graphics perspective the reconstructed mesh should
not have any gaping holes or imperfections. We assume the point cloud data
contains only tree-like structures and not any surrounding objects. To validate our
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(a) Low detail reconstructed mesh model.
(b) High quality 3D mesh after applying catmull clark subdivision scheme.
Figure 3.11.: Applying subdivision surfaces in Autodesk Maya.
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reconstructed model, we estimate the residual error for each slice plane in a curve
skeleton as shown in the following equation.
Residual Error =
∑n
i=1 (ri−n − rp)
n
(3.5)
Here ri is the distance between skeleton node center and a sample point
projected on the cutting plane and rp is the predicted radius of the cross-section
from RANSAC algorithm. We compute the average residual error for each branch
and for the entire tree. This is gives us a estimate of the error in the reconstructed
model. Also we will compare errors in reconstruction before and after applying
sweeping reconstruction. In most cases it is difficult to faithfully reconstruct the
mesh. Quality of input scans, noise and outliers are some factors that affect the
error in reconstruction.
3.8 Summary
This chapter described the overall reconstruction pipeline and gave in-depth
detail of each stage in the pipeline. In the next chapter we will discuss software
implementation and results from our reconstruction pipeline. We will also discuss
conclusion and future work for this research.
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this chapter we will briefly discuss implementation of the reconstruction
pipeline. Later, we will present results of our reconstruction for different tree inputs.
As mentioned before, we obtained several scans of seven Golden Delicious apple
trees from Meig’s Research farm, Purdue University. Finally we discuss conclusion
from the results and also future work.
4.1 Implementation
In our pre-processing stage, we used a standard mesh processing software
called MeshLab. The noise in our raw scans from Kinect Fusion is cleaned using
statistical outlier filter and we manually remove vertices of ground plane. We do
this process for both front and back scans of one tree. We align the two scans using
Iterative Closest Points (ICP) method (Besl & McKay, 1992) and down-sample the
completed tree in MeshLab. We export the point cloud as a Polygon File Format
(.ply).
We built a computer application (Figure 4.1) running on Windows platform
using C++ programming language and OpenGL API to implement our
reconstruction stage. OpenGL is an cross-platform API meant for rendering 2D and
3D graphics. We used Qt 5.5 library for windowing and creating Graphical User
Interfaces (GUI) . This application provides a support for importing a point cloud
file (.ply) and skeletonize it using algorithm by Huang et al. (2013). It also provides
a skeleton-editing interface with the use of keyboard/mouse to complete and
connect discontinuities in skeleton curve. Table 4.1 shows a list of keyboard/mouse
combinations to use the skeleton editor. In addition to above mentioned libraries,
we used GLM mathematics library for all matrix and vector operations. Point
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Cloud Library 1.7.2 was used for all point cloud processing work. GLEW was
required for OpenGL extensions and ANN library for computing nearest neighbors.
The final tree model is exported as an OBJ 3D mesh file format. In the
post-processing stage we use Autodesk Maya for filling gaps in the 3D mesh.
Skeleton editing tools Key & mouse combination
Dragging a skeleton node Ctrl+Alt+Right-Click
Bending a skeleton curve Ctrl+Shift+Right-Click
Connect two skeleton curve end points C + Right-Click
Extend skeleton curve E + Right-Click
Split/trim skeleton curve N + Right-Click
Delete skeleton curve X + Right-Click
Table 4.1. Skeleton editor keyboard/mouse combination
Figure 4.1.: Graphical user interface of our reconstruction application.
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Tree ID No. of vertices No. of skeleton curves
Residual Error (Direct Sampling) Residual Error(Sweeping Reconstruction)
Mean Median Max Min Mean Median Max Min
1 56,150 92 0.019 0.019 0.040 0.009 0.031 0.031 0.102 0.009
2 66,702 72 0.013 0.012 0.028 0.008 0.020 0.019 0.059 0.010
3 53,658 79 0.018 0.017 0.041 0.012 0.029 0.029 0.094 0.011
4 46,646 76 0.019 0.019 0.039 0.011 0.035 0.032 0.295 0.011
5 41,799 122 0.004 0.004 0.011 0.003 0.007 0.006 0.022 0.003
6 82,105 106 0.018 0.017 0.044 0.010 0.032 0.030 0.111 0.012
7 59,834 107 0.017 0.015 0.032 0.011 0.032 0.031 0.106 0.013
Table 4.2. Residual error calculated for seven apple trees.
4.2 Results
We ran our reconstruction algorithm on point cloud scans of seven Golden
Delicious apple trees. Scanning an apple tree in the field typically takes 15 minutes
per tree. The de-noising and merging steps takes about 15 - 20 minutes on an
average for a single tree. Our curve skeleton editor provides tools to fix
discontinuities in the curve skeleton for the whole tree. Direct sampling and
reconstruction can create incomplete branches. Figure 4.2 shows a reconstructed
mesh of a tree with major gaps due to inconsistent point clouds or due to low point
count for sampling. Our method rectifies these imperfections by doing a depth-first
traversal of skeleton graph to all outer branches, starting from the root. Root
branch is either specified by the user or automatically identified based on distance
to origin if the tree is upright. While traversing the skeleton graph, branch radii are
rectified based on their parent branches radius or neighboring branches at
intersection. These rectifications are based on the simple knowledge that child
branches have smaller radius compared to their parent branch. To preserve sampled
data we first check if the sampled radius of a branch is less than parent radius. We
assign sampled radius if it is found to be consistent with parent and neighboring
branch radii. Figure 4.3 shows a corrected version of the reconstructed model.
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Tree ID No. of vertices No. of curve skeletons
Residual Error (Direct Sampling) Residual Error(Sweeping Reconstruction)
% Increase in Error
Mean Mean
1 56,150 92 0.019 0.031 58%
2 66,702 72 0.013 0.020 54%
3 53,658 79 0.018 0.029 66%
4 46,646 76 0.019 0.035 80%
5 41,799 122 0.004 0.007 69%
6 82,105 106 0.018 0.032 76%
7 59,834 107 0.017 0.032 88%
Table 4.3. Increase in error after sweeping reconstruction in percentage.
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Figure 4.2.: Direct sampling of trees produces unrealistic reconstructed tree model.
Our method is also capable of reconstructing branches even if there are no
point cloud data to sample. Figure 4.4 shows a branche complete within the red
rectangle region even though it does not have point cloud in the neighboring region.
Table 4.2 shows the computed residual errors for seven different trees before and
after doing the sweeping reconstruction. Looking at the mean residual error of each
tree, it can be noted that it is higher for sweeping reconstruction compared to direct
sampling. This is expected because we use a-priori knowledge of trees to rectify
imperfections in branch radii. Table 4.3 shows the mean residual error difference
between sweeping reconstruction and direct sampling in percentage for a single tree.
We also mapped percentage of error difference for slice plane to a color code and
rendered it in one of the reconstructed tree mesh. Figure 4.7 shows regions of red,
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Figure 4.3.: Sweeping reconstruction fixes inconsistent branch radii using prior
knowledge of trees.
blue and white. Blue signifies that the difference in error between direct sampling
and sweep reconstruction is zero and red signifies maximum difference. White
regions are slice planes which did not have enough sample points to fit a circle.
Following images show reconstructions from apple tree scans. Each group of
images has the original point cloud input (merged), curve skeleton and 3D mesh
model from our application. We also reconstructed a branch portion as shown in
Figure 4.5. Figure 4.8 shows a reconstructed apple tree with textures rendered in
Autodesk Maya.
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Figure 4.4.: Branch reconstructed without point cloud samples.
Figure 4.5.: A branch reconstruction.
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(a) Input point cloud. (b) Skeleton curve.
(c) Reconstructed mesh. (d) Subdivision surfaces.
Figure 4.6.: Reconstruction of a Golden Delicious apple tree.
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Figure 4.7.: Difference in radii between direct sampling and sweeping reconstruction.
Blue - zero difference. Red - maximum difference. White - not enough sample points.
Figure 4.8.: A reconstructed apple tree rendered in Autodesk Maya.
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4.3 Future work
In this section we will discuss about possible improvements and future work
to our reconstruction pipeline. Currently we cannot automatically clean, de-noise
and merge two point clouds. It is possible to automatically perform this step using
PCL library. The library provides filters to de-noise and merge point clouds using
ICP algorithm. Currently, our application cannot handle branch bifurcations when
more than two branches meet at an intersection. Solving multiple cylinder
intersection at a bifurcation yields a Steinmetz solid whose faces can be modeled as
parameterized surfaces. Another area that needs improvement is the user-experience
of curve skeleton editor. Currently, it may be difficult to identify the intersecting
nodes of different skeleton curves. Future implementation can provide suggestions to
complete missing skeleton parts. The skeletonization algorithm can currently take
upto an hour to run on a point cloud greater than 80,000 vertices. Parallelization
could potentially speed up this process to provide immediate results.
4.4 Conclusion
We have shown that 3D reconstruction of point cloud from Kinect is possible
using our method. Our scans were taken in early Spring of 2015 just before the
growing season. Our curve skeleton editor has the capability to assist a user to
complete tree skeletons. We sampled branches at every internode of the curve
skeleton and rectified imperfections arising from the point cloud. Our sweeping
reconstruction is capable of using a-priori knowledge of trees to rectify
imperfections. It is challenging to scan live trees in the open where the scanning
process is susceptible to noise and also it not possible to do invasive scanning.
Imperfections were partly caused by objects that are not part of the original tree as
shown in Figure 4.9. For e.g., a steel pole that supports the tree near the center
trunk is also scanned inadvertently during the capturing stage. Also the Kinect’s
depth camera has a low resolution of 512x424. This is not enough to capture fine
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details. In the future, scanners with better resolution and range would help to
capture more detail of trees.
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